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Abstract

We explore the diverse origins of unpolarized absorption and emission of molecular

polygons, consisting of π-conjugated oligomer chains held in a bent geometry by strain

controlled at the vertex units. For this purpose, we make use of atomistic nonadiabatic

excited-state molecular dynamics simulations of a bichromophore molecular polygon

(digon) with bent chromophore chains. Both structural and photoexcited dynamics

were found to affect polarization features. Bending strain induces exciton localization

on individual chromophore units of the conjugated chains. The latter display differ-

ent transition dipole moment orientations, a feature not present in the linear oligomer

counterparts. In addition, bending makes exciton localization very sensitive to molecu-

lar distortions induced by thermal fluctuations. The excited-state dynamics reveals an

ultrafast intramolecular energy redistribution that spreads the exciton equally among

spatially separated chromophore fragments within the molecular system. As a result,

digons become virtually unpolarized absorbers and emitters, in agreement with recent

experimental studies on the single-molecule level.
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Molecular geometry plays an important role in determining macroscopic properties that

affect the performance and efficiency of optoelectronic devices. Geometry is particularly cru-

cial in soft organic materials, such as π-conjugated polymers and chromophores, commonly

used in applications such as organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) and organic photovoltaics

(OPV).1–3 The underlying π-conjugated backbone in these molecules makes them highly sus-

ceptible to thermal fluctuations that can alter their shape through bending and/or twisting

(torsion) motions.4,5 Furthermore, unlike the exciton splitting commonly observed in strong

and intermediate coupling regimes, weakly coupled systems are typically characterized by

quasi-degenerate excitations originating from the individual chromophores. These factors

result in the spatial localization of excitations. As a consequence, energy levels in weakly

coupled systems tend to be very sensitive to changes in morphology and geometry fluctua-

tions.6–13 This sensitivity, in turn, perturbs intra- and intermolecular interactions. Polymer

thin films have highly variable morphologies. Along with interchain interactions, photophys-

ical properties of these amorphous materials are highly dependent on chain packing, which

directly affects device performance.14

Such effects ultimately derive from changes in the geometry of a single chain that induce

changes in interchain interactions and collective morphology. This impact has been confirmed

in phenylene-vinylenes, where the actual shape of the individual chromophore dominates the

spectroscopic properties and not their collective arrangement.15 The changes in individual

chromophore geometry imply a concomitant change in the molecular dipole moment. In

particular, the molecular dipole moment is significant in determining electronic properties

of interfaces16–19 and has been exploited to improve device efficiencies through inclusion of

strong-dipole spacer layers in donor-acceptor solar cells.20

Similarly, the orientation of the transition dipole moment (TDM) is also sensitive to

geometry distortions and morphology.21,22 The TDM defines absorption and fluorescence

properties of the material. For example, the TDM orientation is well known to be in-

volved in controlling the efficiency of emission in OLEDs.23,24 Furthermore, the alignment
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of TDMs between two weakly coupled molecules – head-to-tail (J-aggregates) or side-to-side

(H-aggregates) – has been demonstrated to determine the spectral properties and radiative

decay rates.25,26 For example, misaligned TDMs between monomer units of coupled con-

jugated polymer chains arises from chain bending and allows the photoluminescence peak

ratios to be selectively tuned. Thus chain bending can provide control over the radiative

characteristics of conjugated polymer chains which can be useful in OLEDs design.26

Dynamic processes, such as electronic energy transfer among chromophores, can induce

reorientation of the transition dipole. Time resolved fluorescence anisotropy decay is used to

quantify the evolution of the transition dipole orientation. It is commonly applied to study

excitation localization and migration in photosynthetic27,28 and artificial light harvesting

systems including nanorings,29 macrocycles,30,31 dendrimers,32 conjugated polymers,4,33,34

and chromophore dimers,35,36 to name a few, and can be directly simulated by nonadiabatic

excited state molecular dynamics.37–40 The question of how bending may affect the TDM

orientation of the species being probed, and whether it can make absorption isotropic, re-

mains open. The fluorescence anisotropy decay is caused by changes in the orientation of

the chromophores relative to their initial orientation upon photoexcitation. The ultrafast

depolarization response is a strong argument for the process of coherent intrachain energy

transfer.33 The same response could also be generated if the chromophores themselves are

bent. For simplicity, however, chromophores are typically assumed to be straight.33 Neglect-

ing the geometry of the chain in the interpretation of experimental data could potentially

cause the response associated with chain bending to be erroneously attributed to other pro-

cesses such as interchromophoric energy transfer.

Molecular polygons provide a very useful testbed system for investigating the effect of

chromophore bending on energy transfer and anisotropy. They consist of π-conjugated

oligomers held in a bent geometry where the strain is controlled by the opening angle of the

vertex unit and the oligomer chain length. Details of the synthesis and optical characteristics

of several molecular polygons have previously been reported.41 Their spectroscopic charac-
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terization revealed unique photophysical behavior as a result of the bent chromophores.

Bending of the π-system, which is clearly visualized in real space scanning-tunneling mi-

croscopy images of single molecules, was found to induce structural relaxation in the excited

state, increasing the Stokes’ shift and vibronic coupling in photoluminescence. In a linear

system, the overall TDM is comprised of individual segments adding up, whereas bending

potentially causes cancellation of the contributions from the individual monomers. Exciton

localization within the chain due to torsional motions of the segments will also affect the

TDM orientation in bent chromophores, but not in their linear counterparts. The TDM

cancellation is expected to increase the radiative relaxation lifetime, while exciton localiza-

tion should have the opposite effect by lowering the total oscillator strength and decreasing

radiative relaxation lifetimes in bent systems. The overall process of excited state relaxation

is difficult to predict in bent π-conjugated systems due to a complex interplay between these

competing effects.

Nonadiabatic excited state molecular dynamics (NEXMD) simulations42–45 were per-

formed to model the photoexcited dynamics and non-radiative relaxation of the bichro-

mophore molecular polygon (digon) with bent chromophores whose chemical structure is

shown in Figure 1a. The digon is composed of two phenylene-ethynylene-butadiynylene

chains linked at both ends by bithiophene vertices. The simulated equilibrated absorption

spectrum shown in Figure 1b is given by the histograms of the vertical transition energies

calculated from the ensemble of initial ground state geometries, where the height is defined

by oscillator strengths and transition frequencies.46

While the simulated spectrum is slightly red shifted compared to experiment (See Figure

S1), the key features are captured by simulation. The experimental absorption peak, cen-

tered around 375 nm, is broadened at lower energy consistent with the S1/S2 state vertex

absorption that corresponds to the shoulder in the simulated spectrum. We choose our ex-

citation wavelength to be consistent with experiment by exciting the simulated absorption

peak at 432 nm corresponding to chain-localized states. The contributions from individual
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excited states shown in Figure 1b overlap strongly. Therefore, considering a realistic laser

pulse width, it is impossible to excite a single state but rather a range of states are initially

populated in the ensemble. The simulated absorption peak at 432 nm can be primarily

attributed to the range of states S3 − S5, whose specific spatial localization depends on the

molecular conformation at the moment of laser excitation. In order to determine the elec-

tronic character of the exciton, we analyzed the initial localization of states S1 − S5 from

the transition density distributions. Since the specific spatial localization depends on the

molecular conformation, transition density distributions among the different ground state

equilibrated structures are analyzed rather than the ground state minimum. The transition

density distributions shown in Figure S2 confirm that the lowest energy states S1 and S2 are

localized in opposite vertex units and the higher energy states S3 − S5 become increasingly

localized on the chains. The broad distributions shown in Figure S2 indicate that exciton

localization among vertices and chains of the digon is very sensitive to molecular conforma-

tions. This sensitivity is more pronounced in S3 − S5 high-energy states. Since these states

give rise to the initial excitation, the resulting exciton localization will be strongly depen-

dent on the conformational diversity of the molecule at room temperature. This feature

contributes to the digon’s behavior as an unpolarized molecular absorber.41

While S3−S5 states are indeed localized on the chains, the exciton can initially form on

different segments due to torsional distortions along the oligomer chain that break conju-

gation. Therefore, we do not distinguish the initial states by their adiabatic labels, instead

we consider the variation of initial localization within the chain. Overall, the initial ex-

citation of bent chains results from contributions of individual chromophoric units within

the chain whose TDMs experience mutual cancellations to different degrees. This effect is

illustrated in Figure 2 where the spatial distribution of initial electronic transition densities

is depicted for six examples of initial geometries from our NEXMD simulations. Owing to

the conformational variability due to thermal fluctuations and strain, the localization arises

at different parts of the chains for each excitation event. A further analysis of the exciton
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Figure 1: a) Chemical structure of the phenylene-ethynylene-butadiynylene-based digon with
bithiophene end units (vertices) having an opening angle of 101◦. b) The equilibrated ab-
sorption spectrum of the digon at 300 K showing contributions from 20 individual excited
states (S1 − S6 labeled) to the total spectrum.

localization throughout different segments of the chains can be seen in Figure S3 showing

the distribution within the chain of whichever state initially absorbs the most. There we

see that the localization is distributed along the chains in an asymmetric way between the

inner/outer and left/right chromophores of the chain. We conclude that bending reduces the

effective conjugation in the excited states and, therefore, it promotes exciton localization on

different fragments of the conjugated chain, leading to an effectively unpolarized absorption

of light by the digons.

After an initial laser excitation at 432 nm with populates mainly S3 and S4 states, the

digon experiences ultrafast sequential internal conversion S4/3 −→ S2 −→ S1 (see Fig-

ure 3(a)). Since the S4/3, S2, and S1 states are characterized by different spatial localization,
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Figure 2: Transition density plots of the initial exciton localization for different initial
geometries. The representative snapshots were obtained from 1 ns equilibrated ground-state
molecular dynamics simulations at 300K.

the molecular system also undergoes ultrafast intramolecular spatial redistribution of exci-

tation energy. This redistribution of the exciton wave function is evident in the evolution of

the average transition density localization in different parts of the molecule shown in Fig-

ure 3(b). To analyze the localization of transition density, we classified chains and vertices

as follows: We define “high” and “low” chains as chains with the highest and lowest fraction

of electronic transition density (δ), respectively, at the initial time (t=0 fs). Aditionally, we

denote “high” and “low” vertices as vertices with the highest and lowest fraction of electronic

transition density (δ), respectively, at the final time (t=500 fs). The redistribution occurs

from the high chain where the exciton is initially localized to the low chain and finally to

the vertices (see Figure 3(b)). As shown in Figure 3 (inset), both vertices initially acquire

equal amounts of excitation energy. These exciton redistribution processes introduce an-

other source of polarization anisotropy in addition to the depolarization originating from the

initial unpolarized absorption discussed above. As a consequence, after the initial ∼150 fs of

excited-state dynamics, the exciton no longer remains on the conjugated chains (except for
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Figure 3: a) Evolution of adiabatic state populations during NEXMD dynamics for states
S1 − S8 participating in the relaxation. Populations are calculated as the fraction of trajec-
tories with a given state occupation at each time. b) Evolution of the fraction of transition
density averaged over the ensemble of trajectories for the “high” chain with the highest ini-
tial transition density (black) and the “low” chain with the lowest transition density (red)
as well as the “high” vertex with the highest final transition density (blue) and the “low”
vertex with the lowest final transition density (green).

about 10% population), but gets transferred onto the vertices. Thereafter, a slower through-

space energy transfer takes place between vertices until the exciton finally becomes localized

(self-trapped) on a single (high) vertex. At the final time of our simulations (500 fs), the

localization of the exciton on the vertices presents an asymmetric distribution of ∼80% on

one vertex and less than ∼5% on the other. It is important to stress that this through-space

exciton exchange between vertices persists even though the molecule has entirely relaxed to

the lowest S1 state, as can be seen by comparing Figure 3(a) and (b).
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Figure 4: a) Evolution of the fraction of transition density in the two vertices after the
nonadiabatic transition to S1 for an individual trajectory (red and black lines) revealing
oscillations of the electronic localization between the vertices. The average over the ensemble
of trajectories shows that oscillatory behavior dephases within 100fs. b) Snapshots of the
transition density along the individual trajectory reveal the coherent oscillation of the wave
function between the vertex units following the final effective hop to S1. c) Nonadiabatic
coupling vector (NACR) between S1 and S2 responsible for the nonadiabatic transition,
which involves mutual asymmetric displacements of atoms on the vertex units.

Figure 4 shows that nonadiabatic transitions S2 −→ S1 induce oscillations of the elec-

tronic wave function between vertices. In order to synchronize the nonadiabatic transitions

among individual trajectories, we introduce a time variable ∆t = t − thops. The exact time

of transition varies among trajectories, and is set to ∆t = 0 in this time frame. Negative

values of ∆t correspond to times before the nonadiabatic transition and positive values rep-

resent times after the transition. The time axis in Figure 4(a) denotes the time from the
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final effective hop S2 −→ S1. After the transition (t − thops > 0), the system on the lower

state experiences oscillations between the two vertices before becoming trapped on a single

vertex. That is, the vertices interchange the exciton through space in a coherent way, as is

particularly evident in the evolution of the single trajectory. On average, there are 2-3 hops

between the vertices (see Figure S4). These oscillations are the result of the asymmetric

nuclear motions that the direction of the nonadiabatic coupling vector (NACR) experiences

on opposite vertices (see Figure 4(c)). This coherent exciton-vibrational coupling behavior

has been reported previously to arise during the energy transfer process within several dif-

ferent molecular complexes, which presented equivalent asymmetric forms of NACRs.47 The

bent conjugated chains here act as rigid bridges between the two equivalent chromophores

(vertices), without actively participating in the specific vibrational motions involved in the

S2 −→ S1 relaxation process.

In summary, photoinduced dynamics in molecular polygons composed of bent π-conjugated

oligomer chains has been analyzed using nonadiabatic excited-state molecular dynamics sim-

ulations. Digons offer a controllable well-defined molecular system allowing the study of the

effect of bending by fixing the oligomers in a strained geometry. This approach introduces

an interplay of isotropy and anisotropy effects on the photoexcited dynamics. Our results

reveal a variety of features responsible for the virtually unpolarized absorption and emission

observed experimentally.41 First, we confirm that bent conjugated chains localize excitons

on individual chromophore units ensuring different transition dipole moment orientations, a

feature not present in the linear counterparts. Furthermore, the initial exciton localization

is very sensitive to molecular distortions induced by thermal fluctuations. Both of these fea-

tures make digons unpolarized light absorbers. Evidence of virtually unpolarized emission

has been seen experimentally in the linear dichroism histograms of digons.41 We have found

the additional effect that comes from an ultrafast intramolecular energy redistribution that

equally spreads the exciton, initially localized on different fragments of the bent conjugated

chains, to the different chromophores spatially localized on different parts of the molecule,
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i.e., the opposite bent conjugated chain and vertices.

These exciton redistribution processes are ultrafast and precede the timescale of the

emission. The excited state localizes rapidly (∼ 50 fs) on one of the two vertex units of the

digon, presumably due to the strong conjugation of the thiophene unit. From there, coherent

vibronic dynamics induces out-of-phase oscillations of the exciton wave function between

the vertices immediately following the S2 −→ S1 nonadiabatic transition. Subsequently,

a coherent exchange between the two vertex units emerges, mediated by the asymmetry

of the NACR, and emission ultimately arises from the vertex unit where S1 is localized in

accordance with the Kasha’s rule.48 These coherent dynamics result in effective excited state

isotropy that can explain the observation of virtually unpolarized emission as follows. The

net orientation of the transition dipole moment will be extremely sensitive to the degree

of localization, so that every excitation event will give rise to a slightly different transition

dipole moment orientation. In addition, the localization to either of the vertex units is

non-deterministic, so that even if the fluctuations of the dipole orientation on one vertex

(between subsequent localization events) are not very large, a substantial difference will exist

between localization on either end of the digon in terms of the net dipole orientation. The

end result will be a tendency for virtually unpolarized emission. Rather than achieving

nearly unpolarized emission through localization fluctuations on the conjugated oligomers,

it is a result of the highly conjugated thiophene vertex units acting as a sort of trapping site.

This raises interesting avenues to explore the effect of altering the vertex unit composition

which can change both the trapping ability of the vertices as well as the bending strain on

the oligomer chains.
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Computational Methods

Nonadiabatic excited state molecular dynamics

Nonadiabatic excited-state molecular dynamics (NEXMD)42,45 was used to model the pho-

toexcited dynamics in the digon shown in Figure 1a. NEXMD is based on the mixed quantum

classical fewest-switches surface hopping (FSSH) algorithm49 allowing modeling of electronic

dynamics beyond the Born-Oppenheimer approximation as the system relaxes nonradiatively

from a high-energy excited state to the lowest energy excited state. The nuclei evolve classi-

cally on a single adiabatic potential energy surface (PES) at any given time. The quantum

mechanical description of electrons requires analytical excited state energies, gradients, and

nonadiabatic couplings generated “on the fly”.45,50–53 The electronic and nuclear systems

are coupled by stochastic state switches in the PES for the nuclear trajectory based on the

strength of the nonadiabatic derivative coupling. The collective electronic oscillator (CEO)

approach54,55 is used to compute electronic excited states at the configuration interaction

single (CIS)56 level of theory with a semiempirical AM157 Hamiltonian. This approach re-

tains essential electronic correlations (e.g., excitonic effects) and has the benefit of being

able to treat excited state dynamics in large conjugated systems. This method previously

provided a realistic description of energy transfer in weakly coupled multichromophore sys-

tems.37–40,58,59 More details on the NEXMD implementation and parameters are reported

elsewhere.43,45,60–62

Transition density analysis

The adiabatic wave function can be followed through the changes in the spatial localiza-

tion of the transition density for the current state. Within the CEO approach, transition

density matrices are written in terms of an atomic orbital (AO) basis63,64 as (ρ0α)nm =

〈φα(r;R(t))|c+mcn|φ0(r;R(t))〉, subject to the normalization condition
∑

n,m(ρ0α)2nm = 1 for

the CIS approximation.54 Here, φ0(r;R(t)) and φα(r;R(t)) are the ground and excited state
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adiabatic wave functions, respectively, AO basis functions are indexed by n and m, and

c+m and cn are creation and annihilation operators. Diagonal elements of ρ0α represent the

net change in the electronic density on an atomic orbital when a ground to excited state

transition occurs. The fraction of electronic transition density, denoted by δ, localized on

any segment X is computed as the sum of atomic orbital contributions for each atom in the

segment as follows δαX = (ρ0α)2X =
∑

nAmA
(ρ0α)2nAmA

.

Simulation details

First, we perform a 1 ns equilibrated ground state (S0) molecular dynamics simulation using

constant temperature Langevin dynamics at 300 K, from which 500 snapshots are extracted

at 2 ps intervals. These snapshots provide initial geometries and momenta for the subsequent

NEXMD simulations. The NEXMD trajectories are started from these initial configurations

after an instantaneous vertical excitation to an initial excited state α with frequency Ωα

selected according to the Franck-Condon window defined as gα(r, R) = fαexp[−T 2(Elaser −

Ωα)], where fα represents the normalized oscillator strength for the α state, and Elaser (fs−1),

is the energy of the simulated laser pulse centered at 423 nm. We considered a Gaussian

laser pulse, f(t) = exp(−t2/2T 2), with T = 42.5 fs corresponding to a FWHM (Full Width

at Half Maximum) of 100 fs. Following the instantaneous vertical excitation, each of the

500 NEXMD trajectories was run for 500 fs using a Langevin thermostat65 to keep the

temperature at 300 K with a friction coefficient of 20.0 ps−1. Temperature effects mainly

allow sampling of the initial ground-state conformational diversity of the molecule while

coupling to the solvent (through the Langevin term) is not expected to affect the ultrafast

intramolecular exciton redistribution after photoexcitation.66 Dielectric solvation effects of

the experimental matrix were taken to be negligible, consistent with previous simulations and

supported by spectral comparisons.67 Ten electronic states were included in the simulations.

A classical time step of 0.1 fs was used for propagation of nuclei and a quantum time step

of 0.025 fs to propagate the electronic degrees of freedom. In order to deal with trivial
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unavoided crossings,62 the quantum time step was further reduced by a factor of 40 in the

vicinity of such crossings. Crucially, we do not observe any excessive dispersion interactions

in either the ground or excited state dynamics which would lead the digon to collapse onto

itself.67 The oligomers exhibited sufficient flexibility to give rise to a broad range of bending

and torsional deformations.
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